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Recommendation
1. That Report PDR-CW-14-22 containing existing and future rail trail funding
challenges and maintenance expenses be received; and
2. That staff be directed to explore additional funding options for rail trail
maintenance efforts; and
3. That staff be directed to review whether the rail trail is perceived as a safe
recreational asset for non-motorized users, ensuring equitable access (i.e.,
cyclists, pedestrians, equestrians); and
4. That staff be directed to further promote this trail as a Grey County tourism
amenity and look at ways to enhance awareness and overall use; and
5. That staff be directed to complete further data collection related to trail ridership
(i.e., how many pedestrians, cyclists, ATVs, etc.).

Executive Summary
This is a follow-up report to PDR-CW-25-21 in which Council supported proceeding with the
completion of the trail grading and stone dusting project for the remaining 35.5 km of the Trail
(out of a total 77 km trail length). Because of an increase in overall construction and resource
prices over the past few years, the total tender will cost $926,466. Given the significant financial
contribution being made from the County to complete these works, staff see it being pertinent to
outline how this public asset can be sustained to a high standard from a maintenance
perspective. Staff are hoping to explore additional funding options for the rail trail, to review whether
the rail trail is perceived as a safe recreational asset for non-motorized users, to further promote this
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County asset through Tourism channels, and to complete further trail ridership data collection to help
inform further recommendations on how best to approach maintenance and overall access to the trail.

Background and Discussion
This is a follow-up report to PDR-CW-25-21, where the recommendation for the CP Rail Trail
grading and stone dusting was received to discuss options to complete resurfacing the entire
Rail Trail to a condition that is accommodating for all trail user types i.e., hiking, cycling,
equestrian, cross-country skiing, snowmobiles, and all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) / side-by-sides
(SxS) – only south of Grey Road 18 for ATVs and SxS.
Council supported proceeding with the completion of the trail grading and stone dusting project
for the remaining 35.5 km of the Trail. The Rail Trail is 77 km in total, spanning from Owen
Sound to Dundalk. Because of an increase in overall construction and resource prices over the
past few years, the total tender will cost $926,466. A further financial breakdown of this project
can be found under the ‘Financial and Resource Implications’ section of this report.
Given the significant financial contribution being made from the County to complete these works
(along with the financial contribution that has been made year-over-year for trail grading and
stone dusting efforts for the remainder of the rail trail), staff see it being pertinent to outline how
this public asset can be sustained to a high standard from a maintenance perspective. Staff also
want to analyze and provide information regarding the resources required to keep up with
maintenance needs to ensure the initial upfront investment is not reduced in the coming years.
Staff also want to ensure that this amenity is being accessed by a variety of trail users, and that
this significant investment toward a public asset will be widely enjoyed by members of the
public.

Funding Challenge
Over the recent years, staff have experienced an increase in inquiries and requests related to the
standard and upkeep of County owned natural assets. This trend certainly coincides with the increase in
population and visitation numbers the County has observed. With these additional pressures, staff
realize the need to further invest in these properties to enhance the user experience and overall safety.
Typically, the Forestry & Trails (F&T) budget for trail maintenance efforts would account for ~75% of
expenditures. In previous years, this budget was split between the Rail Trail and County Forest
properties but most of these funds were typically allocated toward the Rail Trail. Because of the
significant contribution that will be made this year from reserves to complete the grading and stone
dusting of the remaining 35 km of trail, it is estimated that there will be $73,512 in reserve funding
available for future works in 2022. An annual contribution of $100,000 plus an increase in inflation every
year is planned for future capital projects as outlined in the 10-year capital plan (see appendix
attached). Some development charge (DC) funds are also being utilized to cover a portion of trail capital
improvement projects (i.e., parking lots). In 2021 the trail reserve was $475,012. This reserve is relied
upon to fund any repair or rehabilitation work required on the trails, including for bridges and culverts.
There will be little flexibility going forward to take on any significant projects, including grading or stone
dusting efforts like what is being completed in 2022. The cost of construction, transport, and materials
have all recently increased quite significantly and will likely have an impact on future maintenance
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efforts, further emphasizing the importance of maintaining the significant stone dusting investment
being made in 2022.
Some of the areas that require significant consideration include the provision of parking facilities,
privy’s, signage, garbage/dog waste receptacles, and general trail maintenance. The rail trail has been
identified as a funding priority from a Forestry & Trails perspective.
Staff are aiming to move the rail trail County asset toward a high-quality standard that will be
accommodating for all compatible/permitted user types. Through this, staff are wanting to further
explore opportunities to redistribute the funding available to extend beyond primarily attending to
remedial rail trail maintenance efforts (i.e., gate repairs, pothole repairs, grading, etc.). If we can reduce
conventional maintenance costs, this will free up additional funds that can be put toward enhancing the
overall user experience. A balance needs to be achieved between spending on maintenance efforts and
supportive infrastructure improvements (i.e., parking, washrooms, signs, etc.) to be best positioned to
offer market ready assets to the public.

Rail Trail Maintenance Needs
As per the County’s Recreational Trails Master Plan, trail maintenance objectives are to ensure trail user
safety, reduce liability, protect the environment, provide convenient trail access, safeguard the
investment, and attract new trail users.
A. Grading and Potholes
General wear and tear on the trail leads to erosion, water pooling, and rutting. Last summer,
County staff completed a data collection project along the rail trail capturing attributes such as
signage, gates, hazards, etc. Through the data collected, it is clear to observe specific sections
that need to be addressed from a maintenance perspective. A few images have been provided
for reference, capturing sections of the trail north of Berkeley, where it has already been graded,
stone dusted, and compacted through previous years efforts. Typical reasons for trail condition
degradation can be attributed to a combination of heavy rainfalls and non-winterized motorized
vehicle use.
Staff connected with other rail trail managers to further assess and compare operations and
maintenance upkeep requirements completed year-over-year. Many trail managers appear to
be going through a very similar exercise as the County, where they were similarly reviewing
maintenance efforts along their trail and assessing whether adjustments could be made to offset
the increase in market pricing (labour, material, etc.).
It was challenging to find a direct comparison (apples to apples) for trail surface maintenance
with the County, as there were so many differences in the type of material used for trail grading
and resurfacing, equipment availability, and how individual trail managers kept track of overall
expenses. A few trends observed were that non-motorized trails tend to complete grading less
frequently than those with motorized uses, and surface upgrades are more common on
motorized trails. Stone dust and limestone screenings tend to be better material for cyclists and
pedestrians, whereas M gravel provides a reasonable surface for ATVs. M gravel is typically
cheaper.
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Surface
Upgrades

Avg. Spent
Yearly on
Grading
Efforts

Avg. $/km

Grading Frequency
(annual/every other
year, etc.)

Grey County
Rail Trail
(motorized ~77km)

Use stone
dust. Through
the recent
quote, the
market price
is ~$22,000$25,0000/km.
This is double
historic
amount
~$10,000$12,000/km.

Sections required
annually.

Bruce County
Rail Trail
(motorized - ~80
km)

Use M gravel
and apply 5
inches at 12
feet wide.
Estimate
$8,000 per km
(but industry
has since
become more
expensive).

Try to grade
Sections required
sections of the
annually.
trail every year
because ATVs
cause rutting to
the trail bed. For
non-motorized
sections of the
trail, grading
requirements
are less.

Goderich to
Guelph Rail
Trail (nonmotorized ~132 km)

Georgian Trail
(non-motorized
- ~34 km)
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~$10$15,000

2021 – graded
60 km of its 132
km trail at
$250/km.

Every 3-5 years.

Prior to 2020,
there were
many repairs
during the
resurfacing
project. Since
then, the repairs
have been
minimal.
Use
limestone
screenings.

Don’t complete
grading efforts
every year,
tends to be few
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potholes and
areas of
significant
damage.
Aim to
resurface a
section of the
trail every year.

Figure 1 – 22,175 metres from OS, between
Chatsworth and Holland Centre

Figure 2 – 18,075 metres from OS, just south
of Chatsworth

B. Gates
At every intersection, where the rail trail abuts a road crossing, gates have been installed with
the intent to prevent larger vehicles from trespassing (i.e., automobiles, trucks, etc.). Throughout
the entirety of the Rail Trail, all of these gates can accommodate an ATV/SxS 54” in size.
During the winter months, the gates are left open to allow access for snowmobiles and trail
grooming. The F&T department have had ongoing challenges in keeping up with gate repairs
and gate replacement efforts along the rail trail, as they are frequently damaged or knocked
down.
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Over the past few months, an analysis was completed to assess whether there are trends that
can be observed related to the effectiveness of the gates, as well as their overall condition
(good, fair, poor). In terms of assessing whether the gates are proving to be effective in limiting
and deterring larger vehicles from accessing the rail trail, staff reviewed factors such as – width
of gate gap, size of gates, gate type, whether the gates were being by-passed, what the terrain
looks like where the gates are being by-passed, etc.
60% of the gates installed throughout the motorized section of the rail trail are being by-passed
(68 total gates, 41 are being by-passed). This is problematic on several accounts. It creates
perpendicular rutting to the trail at the main entryway, which can be hazardous to users (both
motorized and non-motorized). This also leads to sediment transfer along both the trail and the
road crossing, diminishing the integrity of the trail surface. It also promotes the illegal use of
larger sized vehicles and increases the ability for trespassing.

Figure 3 – 21,472 metres from OS, adjacent Concession 2 (396546), south of Chatsworth
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Figure 4 – 50,016 metres from OS, Road 130 (420114), north of Flesherton

Staff also completed a comparative assessment of the overall condition of the gates, and
specifically reviewed the damaged gates (i.e., those in fair and/or poor condition) to assess
whether there were visible trends. At the time of data collection (summer, 2021), there were 9
gates (13%) south of Grey Road 18 that were classified as ‘fair’ and 1 (1.5%) that was classified
as ‘poor – needing repair’. Of the 20 gates north of Grey Road 18 – the non-motorized section
of the trail (through to Owen Sound), 1 (5%) was in ‘fair’ condition, and 1 (5%) was ‘poor –
needing repair’. All others were identified as being in good condition.

Figure 5 – 67,612 metres from OS, Southgate Sideroad 75 (752509), just north of Dundalk

Some of the key findings from this review were:
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(a) it was common for gates to be by-passed in locations where there was no ‘natural’
deterrent – as in, if there were no trees, tall grasses, signpost, or ditch obstructing the
pathway to by-pass the gate, it was proven likely that gates were by-passed,
(b) smaller gates (i.e., 4ft vs 6ft) were less likely to be damaged. This could be because
as gates extend longer (horizontally), they become proportionally less stable,
(c) out of the damaged gates with no by-pass, the ones with the larger gate gap have
damage. A potential conclusion to this finding could be that if the gate gap is larger,
individuals are required to be less careful. Through narrow gate gaps, and no option to
by-pass, those travelling on motorized vehicles will be required to slow down.
(d) there tends to be a higher frequency of gates in ‘fair’ and ‘poor – needing repair’
condition on the section of trail that is motorized.
A comparison was completed to further understand trends regarding gate damage, and gate
replacement needs along other rail trail facilities. It was further emphasized that the nonmotorized rail trails had minimal damage to the gates, whereas those that permitted motorized
vehicles tend to have regular/ongoing damage to the gates.
Trail

Gates (Y/N)

Damage

Grey County Rail Trail
(motorized - ~77km)

Yes

Yes – regular damage,
needing to replace gates
yearly.

Bruce County Rail Trail
(motorized - ~80 km)

Yes

Yes – constantly being
damaged, replace a couple
sets per year.

Goderich to Guelph Rail
Trail (non-motorized ~132 km)

Yes

Minimal damage – haven’t had
to replace a gate in the past 2
years.

Georgian Trail (nonmotorized - ~34 km)

Yes

Minimal damage – haven’t had
any issues with vandalism.

Gate Replacement Costs
Galva Trail gates 6 foot long

$295

Galva Trail gates 4 foot long

$189

C. Culverts and Bridges
The Rail Trail also has a significant amount of infrastructure in the form of culverts and bridges
that play a vital role in ensuring adequate drainage, along with maintaining continued safe
access along the corridor. In 2021, the F&T department worked jointly with the County’s
Transportation Services department to have an updated assessment completed in accordance
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with the ‘Ontario Structure Inspection Manual – OSIM’ for all structures along the trail –
spanning both less than 3m in size and greater than 3m in size.
For asset management and accounting purposes, the assets that are <3m in size are classified
under the F&T general capital budget, whereas those that are >3m in size tend to each receive
their own F&T capital budget sheet. The County’s practice has been to allocate $50,000 yearover-year for bridge and culvert rehabilitation <3m in size, with additional funds set aside to
account for the more expensive capital works to those >3m in size and for culvert/bridge
replacements. The following tables provide a snapshot over the past 3 years of the various
expenses the County incurred for infrastructure upgrades.
Bridge and Culvert Rehabilitation Expenditures
2021
Bridge and Culvert Rehabilitation (<3m)

$41,554

Culvert 5A Replacement (>3m)

$5,492

Culvert 15A Replacement (>3m)

$8,611

Total

$55,657

2020
Bridge and Culvert Rehabilitation (<3m)

$7,275

Bridge 80 Replacement (>3m)

$203,881

Total

$211,156

2019
Bridge and Culvert Rehabilitation (<3m)

$11,445

Culvert 7 Replacement (>3m)

$26,987

Total

$38,432

D. Signage
This past summer staff also collected geolocated and associated images of all rail trail signage.
Over the years, signage has been placed along the rail trail to assist with information sharing,
wayfinding, and general risk/liability awareness. One of the more notable additions to the rail
trail signage is the frequency and location of civic address signs. These are intended for
emergency support purposes and have further enhanced overall trail safety for all user types.
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Generally, the County has been responsible for installing, maintaining, and coordinating risk
management/trail etiquette, permitted use, and civic address signage. The ATV and snowmobile
clubs install their own signage specific to risk management/trail etiquette, yield and stop signs,
and trail routes.
Given the age of most rail trail signage, staff are keen to modernize these assets to enhance the
user experience. Limited funds have been spent over the past few years on signage efforts,
apart from signs that were needing to be replaced for safety purposes (i.e., civic address signs
& stop signs). Staff intend to use a combination of funding from both the Healthy Community
Grant and the ICIP (Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program) Grant to contribute toward new
signage along the rail trail.
Through this initiative, staff are looking to minimize the overall number of signs along the trail
and focus on essential information. This is both to address aesthetic and safety matters. Design
efforts are also being made to ensure the signs to be installed will be modular in nature. This will
have the effect of facilitating sign replacement should there be a need with information
changing, or through general weathering. Once this project is complete, staff intend to monitor
signage needs along the rail trail through yearly inspections, and make sure these assets are
maintained.

Upcoming Signage Expenses
Design Layouts & Output Files

$1,000

6”x6”x8’ Pressure Treated Posts (88 @ $60
apiece)

$5,280

Installation Hardware

$1,144
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5.5”x60” Steel Signs w/ Printed Graphics (348
@ $33 apiece)

$11,600

17 Days to Install Posts & Signs (3 Labourers /
Backhoe / One Ton Pickup)

$23,200

Total

$42,224

Average Yearly Trail Maintenance Expenses
From the analysis completed, staff have estimated year-over-year maintenance costs for the rail trail
that would be required to keep it to a safe and quality standard. These efforts are important, as the
County has a responsibility under the Occupiers’ Liability Act for a base standard to “… not create a
danger [for a person] with the deliberate intent of doing harm or damage to the person or his or her
property and to not act with reckless disregard of the presence of the person or his or her property”
(section 4(1)).
CP Rail Trail (77 km)
Grading &
Potholes

2020 actual – maintenance of trails

$41,342

Gates

(avg. 5 gate replacements/yr. $189
apiece (4ft) + labour)

$2,000

Culverts & Bridges

(avg. major and minor
maintenance 2019, 2020, 2021)

$103,171

Signage

(avg. sign replacements + general
upkeep)

$2,000

Noxious Weeds

(value spent in 2021)

$4,435

Other

GSCA fees

$27,146.64

Total

$180,094.64

Staff found it relevant to compare the maintenance expenses with the Georgian Trail (GT) to
further illustrate the variation in a motorized vs. non-motorized trail. When this trail was jointly
acquired by the three member municipalities (Town of Collingwood, Town of The Blue
Mountains, and Municipality of Meaford), a requirement was established that an annual
operations report be brought forward to each of the participating councils to describe the yearly
maintenance and operations completed along the trail. The following is a link to the Georgian
Trail 2021 Annual Operations Report.
The County Rail Trail is 2.3 times the length of the Georgian Trail.
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Georgian Trail (33 km)
Municipality of Meaford (1-7.2 km
– 22% of Trail)

General Operations

$8,000

Town of The Blue Mountains (7.227.7 km – 62% of Trail)

General Operations

$16,387.06

Equipment Rentals

$596.27

Insurance

$411.18

Contracted Ash Tree
Removal

$25,587.53

Trail Grooming –
including portable toilet
rentals, staffing,
equipment, signs, and
waste collection

$5,238.82

Town of Collingwood (27.7-33km – General Operations
16% of Trail)

$2,500

Total

$58,720.86

When comparing the two total maintenance expenses per year, the County appears to pay
~$2,338/km whereas the Georgian Trail pays ~$1,779/km. It is important to understand that the
maintenance expenses from the Georgian Trail also include additional elements that are not
factored into the County Rail Trail maintenance efforts, to-date. Town of The Blue Mountains
(TBM) has their own trail landscape groomer to assist with GT grooming efforts. Some of the
additional areas the GT focuses on includes:







GT has garbage receptacles (smaller post mount receptacles to deter larger
garbage bag disposal) and garbage collection (the County’s rail trail does not offer this
service)
o Section 1 of the GT (Meaford) – there are 10 garbage receptacles along this
section of the trail that are emptied daily,
o Section 2 of the GT (TBM) – garbage collection at 10 locations occurs twice
weekly,
o Section 3 of the GT (Collingwood) – no garbage receptacles.
Along Section 1 of the GT, 2 new concrete pads for bicycle repair stations were
installed (2021),
Along Section 2 of the GT, 3 privies were placed throughout the winter months,
Sections 1, 2 & 3 cover grass cutting along the edge of the trail,
Sections 2 & 3 include daily winter trail grooming when there is adequate snow.
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TBM have also recently invested in 4 ECO-Viso trail counters, located at intersections by Lora
Bay, Bruce Street, Camperdown Road and Craigleith Heritage Depot. Over a 2-month period
(November & December – 2020), there was a total of 60,000 trips. Throughout Jan 1st, 2021 –
December 31st, 2021, there were a total of 529,381 trips counted cumulatively by all 4 trail
counters. Friday, April 2, 2021, was the peak day, with 5,881 trips counted.

Municipal staff recognized it was a strategic investment to purchase and place these counters
along the trail as it would help future grant applications related to trail maintenance efforts. It is
common to have to demonstrate overall ridership rates (how busy the trail is) to help justify
funding needs. These counters are left out year-round, and there have been no issues with
them going missing.
Staff are keen to further explore how the CP Rail Trail budget can be re-distributed to further
achieve additional supportive infrastructure like the GT. Ideally, a reduction in conventional
maintenance costs (i.e., grading, resurfacing, filling potholes, etc.) and gate replacements will
assist this goal.

Funding Sources
Conventionally, County staff have relied on F&T budget funding to serve as the primary source for
maintenance, and Rail Trail upgrades.

DGATV, WGATV & OFSC
In 2008, the DGATV Club purchased and installed 6 new gates along the trail contributing $4,521.11. The
Klondyke Snowmobile Club spent $20,000 on bridge re-decking and safety railings and repairs along with
1,000 volunteer hours.
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The County received financial support in 2009 from the DGATV and OFSC clubs for a portion of the cost
required to replace a bridge along the Rail Trail, just north of Markdale. This project cost was
approximately $17,500. Funding was also received from OFSC to help with trail brushing efforts.
In 2015 the Club applied for funding with the National Trails Coalition to update the gates along the CP
Rail Trail. They were successful in obtaining the funding, and subsequently completed the project under
the supervision and support of staff. The total cost of the project was estimated to be $37,500. The
awarded funding was $15,000, and the Club paid the remaining $22,500.
The DGATV club involvement in their community is also significant, through organizing fundraising
events multiple times a season. They donated $6,000 toward the Culvert 21 project.
In both Bruce and Haliburton County, the respective ATV clubs contribute financially to the
maintenance of the County rail trails. The Haliburton ATV club contributes approximate $6,000
annually and the Bruce County ATV organizations contribute approximately $1,200 per
kilometre in dust control in urban areas. Staff have received comments from non-motorized
vehicle users of the trail wondering whether the ATV clubs are contributing toward the upkeep of
this asset.

Grey Sauble Conservation Authority (GSCA)
For several years, County has contracted F&T maintenance and management services to GSCA. This
partnership has worked well throughout the years, where the County has been able to rely on their
expertise and technical background to help inform and manage maintenance projects. Staff are keen to
continue this arrangement. The estimate budget proposed for time spent by GSCA staff along the rail
trail in 2022 is as follows:
CP Trail / Risk Management

Activities

Operations Manager

Project management (gates, stone dusting,
bush hogging) maintenance, construction, biweekly meetings

Operations Assistant

Maintenance, sign install, grass cutting,
inspections, possibly bush hogging

milage - 5,000km @ $.45/km
Total

Cost

$6,000.00

$18,896.64
$2,250.00
$27,146.64

Grey County Transportation Services
F&T staff have currently arranged with County Transportation Services (TS) to support general Rail Trail
culvert and bridge maintenance efforts. Staff have also explored the potential opportunity to further
connect with TS Services to assist with trail grading and compacting. Some of the equipment and
machinery may be able to operate along the Rail Trail; however, there will be limited opportunity to
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assist in the foreseeable future because of current staffing levels and prioritizing workplans to servicing
the road network.
TBM has their own trail landscape groomer to assist with GT grooming efforts.

Adopt-A-Trail & Stewardship Programs
Through recent discussions with other trail managers, staff have realized there being significant benefit
in connecting to and facilitating volunteer efforts, focusing on general trail maintenance and upkeep
with already established groups and to encourage individual participation should there be interest.
There are many local examples of these programs. For instance, the Grey County Transportation
Services (TS) Adopt A Road Program is a public service program where volunteers pick up litter along
County roadsides. They also run a school Spring Litter Pick-up Program. The Georgian Cycling Association
pays for and maintains the benches along the GT. Recently, they paid for and installed bike pumps. GSCA
works closely with a group called ‘Friends of Hibou’, where volunteers have come together to help
maintain and upgrade the Hibou Conservation Area by creating education materials, interpretive
signage, and garbage pick-up.
These opportunities give individuals a greater understanding of maintenance techniques and offer
exposure to the County’s recreational assets. They also serve the intent of enhancing the overall trail
conditions and creating a sense of pride and awareness of this asset available to all members of the
public.

Memorial Tree Program
Under the recently completed Age-Friendly Community Strategy and Action Plan, one of the actions
speaks to having the County create a ‘Memorial Tree Program’. This will support tree planting efforts on
publicly owned lands for the purpose of paying tribute to and remembering a loved one, improving the
overall provision of shade for those visiting and utilizing these spaces. Although the intent of this
program will not be ‘for profit’, staff see tree planting efforts serving not only the purpose of
commemorating a loved one, but to also assist adjacent trail drainage efforts, maintaining and further
promoting the health of the Trail corridor, providing habitat for insects, animals, and bird species, and
aligning with the overall goals/objectives of the County’s Climate Change Action Plan. Further clarity is
required should this initiative proceed to understand whether the newly planted trees would be
protected in perpetuity (how do we account for future maintenance and infrastructure works?).
Partnership opportunities may exist with GSCA, as they already have this program and are seeking for
tree planting sites to expand.
This year (2022), TBM is collaborating with the local rotary club and Tree Trust (an environmental
stewardship group) to plant 600 tree seedlings (TBM has committed to 300 and the local clubs are
matching this contribution at 300). These seedlings will be placed along the sides of the trail,
concentrating on areas where ash trees were recently removed and to screen sections of the trail from
Highway 26.
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Trail Safety
In addition to requests for trail improvements, staff also continue to receive comments from nonmotorized trail users, or prospective trail users, wanting to use the facility but are hesitant due to
compatibility and safety concerns. Over the coming planning horizon, several of the settlement areas
that have access to the rail trail are anticipated to experience significant housing growth and
development. These areas include Owen Sound, Markdale, and Dundalk. Given the location of some of
the proposed developments, this is expected to have a direct impact on trail use along with increasing
traffic flow at trail head crossings.
As this is a recreational trail, the County is required to provide a certain level of care toward the
condition of the trail to limit liability concerns. Staff can work toward achieving this standard, but it may
not lead to an increase in non-motorized users along the trail. This statistic is hard to capture, as there
are many people that will not entertain the notion of visiting this trail knowing that it is also widely used
by motorized vehicles. As a result, there are ongoing, general concerns with equitable access to the rail
trail, and whether the continued investment of revitalizing this space will be primarily enjoyed by a
select group of trail users, or if there will be an extension to the broader public (i.e., kids, youth, adults,
seniors, those with mobility aids, etc.).
While we realize there are funding challenges to keep up with requests for improving this amenity, and
that there are significant maintenance expenses incurred by the Rail Trail year-over-year, it is important
to reflect on who this trail is designed for and whether it is serving this intent. Staff are hoping to
complete further data collection around the ridership type along the rail trail, using trail counters. This
will help inform further recommendations on how best to approach maintenance needs and overall
access to the trail.

Next Steps
Because a large portion of this trail is intended for the enjoyment of both motorized and non-motorized
users, it is important to consider the collective impact of each respective permitted use type and
understand how this may best inform a fair approach to resource allocation. As demonstrated
throughout this report, there are some year-over-year maintenance needs that occur more regularly
because of the wear and tear from non-winterized motorized vehicles. Staff are hoping to connect with
the DGATV to see whether there would be an opportunity to further contribute financially toward the
upkeep of the trail. Areas of interest include contributions for trail grading, dust suppression, stone
dusting, and compaction. This would help alleviate the expense toward repairing potholes,
rutting and areas adjacent to gates that have been by-passed or continue to be by-passed.
Additional funds will be requested to support gate replacement and repair needs. Similar trail
impacts are not typically incurred by snowmobiles, as the snow tends to offer an adequate
barrier to the trail surface.
The current agreement term with the County and the DGATV will expire November 30th, 2025.
There are provisions under this agreement that would allow the County to terminate the
agreement in advance of the term date. Amendments to the agreement can also be reviewed at
the time of renewal.
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Additional funding options will be explored and reviewed (as outlined in the previous section).
Continued partnerships will be maintained with GSCA and Grey County Transportation
Services.
Staff are also wanting to connect with all trail users (motorized and non-motorized) to further
understand the overall public perception of safety while using the trail. This may be completed through
a survey, select interviews, observational work, or other.
F&T staff have ambitions of further enhancing the overall profile of the County’s Rail Trail in the coming
years. As mentioned previously, there will be significant funds allocated toward completing the trail
resurfacing efforts, parking lots as proposed in the 10-year capital plan and new signage. To capitalize on
and responsibly value this significant investment, along with the year-over-year maintenance needs,
staff are hoping to further promote this trail for local and visitor use (as informed by the Recreational
Trails Master Plan). Staff see opportunities in creating:











cycling and walking challenges along this trail,
coordinating races and other fundraising events,
promoting tourism amenities that are in proximity to the rail trail,
highlighting this amenity as a tourism asset (including history plaques about the old rail system
and interpretive signs about the significant wildlife/ecology in and around the trail),
encouraging volunteerism, adopt-a-trail programs, stewardship programs and other,
supporting access for those with accessibility needs,
promoting additional clubs to connect to this trail (i.e., cycling, running, bird watching, nature
enthusiasts, equestrians, etc.),
encouraging rail trail tours,
enhancing social media presence through the County’s communication channels; and
publishing the 360 digital imagery of the trail.

The Georgian Trail and Goderich to Guelph (G2G) trail have served as inspiration for future works. Those
involved in organizing events, general maintenance, and promoting awareness of these trails have done
a fantastic job. These are a significant local and tourist draw for outdoor enthusiasts and activity seeking
individuals.
Staff were able to pull some website statistics comparing the G2G Trail and the CP Rail Trail. As
observed, in 2021 the G2G website had over 24X the views and visits compared to the County’s CP Rail
Trail website. There is a significant opportunity to further promote trail awareness through digital
content creation.
G2G Rail Trail1

Grey County CP Rail Trail2

2019

20,104

2019

1,979

2020

47,235

2020

3,670

2021

77,327

2021

3,197
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1Statistics

were taken from http://g2grailtrail.com/

2Statistics

were taken from
https://www.visitgrey.ca/business/grey-county-cp-railtrail

It will be important to stay connected and aware of the public interest throughout this process. As
changes are made, staff will continue to seek feedback from the public.

Scenic Spots Along the Trail
Chatsworth Heritage Bridge (culvert
21) – originally completed in 1873 and
restored in 2014

Armstrong Creek – adjacent to the
trail by Markdale, healthy stream
channel and habitat for native Brook
Trout (maintained by Trout Unlimited
Canada)
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Wilcox Lake – immediately adjacent
to the trail by Ceylon

Saugeen River – South of Flesherton

Legal and Legislated Requirements
Responsibility under the Occupiers’ Liability Act.

Financial and Resource Implications
Project Funding
Below is an overview of how the remaining 35 km of the Rail Trail will be funded, as was originally
endorsed in PDR-CW-25-21 Award of Trail Maintenance, and then approved in the 2022 budget.
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Projected Costs:

Resurface 35.5 km

Tender Proposed Cost

$867,088

Construction Contingency (5%)

$43,354

Non-Refundable HST

$16,024

Total Tender Projected Costs

$926,466

Funding Sources as per 2022 Budget:
2022 Maintenance of Trails Budgeted Levy

$45,000

Funds from ICIP Grant

$201,476

Funds from Development Charges (percent of DC Eligible
costs based on updated cost of the stone dusting)

$125,073

Trails General Reserve

$354,917

One Time Funding Reserve

$200,000

Total Funding

$926,466

Relevant Consultation
☒

Internal: Finance, Transportation, Communications

☒

External: Other Trail Authorities, GSCA

Appendices and Attachments
10-Year Capital Forecast Trails
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